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 For many years I taught a course called The Philosophy of Architecture.  That I 

taught this course at all was the result of conversations with Kent Bloomer, who 

suggested, many years ago, that the undergraduate major could use such a course.  Before 

then I had been teaching a course called The Philosophy of Modern Art.  The Meaning of 

Modern Art, published in 1968, was the result of that course.  That book was quite 

successful.   After all these years it is still in print.  But with its appearance I lost some of 

my interest in that course, and so I was quite ready to respond to Kent Bloomer’s 

invitation, especially so since my interest in architecture goes back to my childhood.  

That course, too, finally resulted in a Book, The Ethical Function of Architecture.  It, too, 

has been successful.  It was just honored with a second Festschrift.  But, again, with the 

appearance of the book I lost some of my interest in the course, although I did teach it for 

one last time in the fall.  

 But I have kept thinking and lecturing about architecture.   Not that I have 

changed my position in any fundamental way.  But circumstances have changed; the 

world has changed.  More especially, the way we relate to space has changed and 

continues to change.  Our understanding of space has changed; and since architecture 

may be understood as the art of bounding space that suggests that our understanding of 

architecture, too, will have changed. 

 Two developments seem to me to be particularly significant in this connection.  

One is the way an ever developing technology, and today especially the digital revolution, 

have opened up our everyday existence in ways that will continue to transform our lives 

in ways we cannot quite foresee.  The places where we happen to be, where we happen to 

have been born, seem to matter less and less.  We are open today to the world, to the 

universe, and to imaginary, virtual spaces as never before.  The liberating promise of 

open space has challenged the significance of place.  Talk of a genius loci seems out of 

place in our postmodern world. 
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 This revolution has also transformed the way architects do their work.   More 

importantly, it has changed our sense of distance, place, and space, and inseparable from 

it, our way of life, our sense of freedom, and that is to say also our way of dwelling, 

which means inevitably also our way of building.   

 The other, in a sense opposite, but perhaps even more important way in which our 

world has changed has to with the way the inevitably limited resources provided by this 

small planet have to collide with a still increasing humanity and our ever increasing 

demands for a higher standard of living.  Not just air and water, but even space is 

becoming an ever scarcer, and all too often contested resource.  Architects too often fail 

to consider this.   Much that gets built today wastes space in ways that I find irresponsible. 

Climate change further complicates the picture. 

 

2 

 For an example of how the first development I sketched has shaped building, 

consider the Mercedes Benz Museum in Stuttgart.  This is of course not a house, but a 

museum, and not just a museum, but one dedicated to the car, which has so decisively 

shaped our environment, increasing our mobility and this is to say also our freedom.  

Celebrating the car, this museum is also a shrine to freedom.   

 The building was begun in 2002 and finished in 2006.  The competition, in which 

ten leading firms participated, was won by the Amsterdam firm UNStudio.  The project 

architects were Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos.    

 A first thing that is striking about this architecture is that it does not attempt to 

contribute to knitting the urban fabric.  The guide to the building compares it to an 

enormous glacial erratic block.1  It is a thought-provoking comparison to which I shall 

return.  Right next to a six-lane highway and an important train line, the building draws 

our attention by its hulking presence as one travels towards or by it.  This is not a 

building that means to be experienced first of all in leisurely strolling.  The scale is 

determined less by a human being than by the car, appropriate for a museum dedicated to 

the history of the Mercedes.  The automobile has of course played crucial part in the 

																																																								
1 Christian Holl, Mercedes-Benz Museum, Die Neuen Architekturführer Nr. 88 (Brln, 
Stadtwandelverlag, 2007), p.2 
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diminishing of the importance of distance, a process raised to a higher power by the 

computer. 

 A second thing that is striking about the architecture is how difficult it is to get a 

clear sense of its organization by looking at its exterior.  How many stories are there?  

Are there indeed any stories at all?  One has a sense that there must be some complicated 

geometric form that dictated what we see.  That was indeed the case.  The organizational 

principle is that of a double helix that offers the visitor of the museum two routes, one 

thematically ordered, the other allowing the visitor to follow the history of the Mercedes. 

The architecture is meant to suggest motion, but by allowing for frequent crossovers 

between the two routes, it does not prescribe a clear path. The freedom of the visitor is 

respected.  To quote the guide to the museum:  

Such linearity is no longer considered appropriate by the architects of 

today, when everyday life is determined by complex determinants that 

cannot be predicted — an attitude that by the way we can also detect in the 

other arts.  In literature, for example, authors experiment with fragmentary 

and complex structures that open up at every moment multiple relations.2 

Self-consciously and with some justice the architects understand themselves as 

representing the cutting edge of architectural production.  

 A third thing that strikes one is that the work seems the product of a process that 

in important ways seems beyond the control of the designing architect.  The metaphor of 

the glacial erratic block is telling: although here it is not nature but technology, which has 

become a kind of second nature that has helped to produce what we see.  To cite the 

guide one more: 

That such complexity cannot be designed just by architects alone, but 

requires the intensive and early cooperation of experts, specialists, and 

engineers stands to reason.  In an integrated manner of working, the team 

understands itself as joined in a process comparable to that of producing a 

new car.  Not only aesthetics, but technology and construction are 

advanced and only their cooperation allows for the particular experience.  

Beyond that, the construction of this unusual spatial conception was made 
																																																								
2  Ibid., p. 14. 
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possible only by the computer, which allowed the complex geometry to be 

represented, figured, and made available for its constructive translation 

into concrete.3 

The guide speaks of an advance in aesthetics, technology and construction.  But this 

advance invites us to understand it also as only a recent chapter of an aesthetics that 

found an early and striking expression already in Plato’s Philebus: 

I do not mean by beauty of form such beauty as that of animals or pictures, 

which the many would suppose to be my meaning; but says the argument, 

understand me to mean straight lines and circles, and the plane or solid 

figures, which are formed by turning lathes and rulers and measures of 

angles — for these I affirm to be not only relatively beautiful, like other 

things, but they are eternally or absolutely beautiful, and they have 

peculiar pleasures, quite unlike the pleasures of scratching.  And there are 

colors, which are of the same character, and have similar pleasures; now 

do you understand my meaning?4  

 Here already beauty is sought in objects that are produced by a process that 

requires the cooperation of aesthetics, technology and construction.  The trace of the hand 

is not welcome.  The space that is bounded by such construction is not that of everyday 

experience but the abstract space presupposed by geometry or the virtual space 

presupposed by computer design.   

The guide to the Mercedes museum claims that we meet here with an attitude that 

we meet with also in the other arts.  It mentions literature.  I was reminded of Arnold 

Schoenberg’s second string quartet.  Its last movement refers to a poem by Stefan George 

that begins with the line “I feel air from another planet.”  Recall the description of the 

museum as an erratic block.  An erratic block just happens to be where it now is.  It came 

from quite another place.  The real home of this museum is in that virtual space to which 

the computer has given us unprecedented access, a space that answers to freedom and a 

disembodied reason.   

 What interests me here is not what makes this building unique, but its 

																																																								
3   Ibid., p. 16. 
4   Plato, Philebus, 51 c - d, trans. Benjamin Jowett. 
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symptomatic significance.  I could have chosen other examples, say some building by 

Zaha Hadid.  What drew my attention to just this building is its celebration of the car, 

which has so profoundly transformed our sense of space.  

 

3 

 I spoke of two developments that have made it necessary to reconsider what I had 

written in the Ethical Function of Architecture.  The first I just illustrated.  It concerns the 

way an ever developing technology, and especially the digital revolution, have opened up 

our everyday existence in ways that will continue to change our lives in ways we cannot 

quite foresee.  The second, in a sense opposite, but perhaps even more important way in 

which our world has changed, has to with the way the inevitably limited resources 

provided by this small planet have to collide with a still increasing humanity and our ever 

increasing demands for a higher standard of living.  Not just air and water, but even space   

is becoming an ever scarcer, and all too often contested resource.   

In 1890 the superintendent of the Census announced that the western frontier was 

closed.  Much has been written since about the significance of this closing, about the way 

it has shaped American democracy, about its effect on the American psyche, about the 

way it meant the end of what had made America with its open frontier the envy of Europe, 

where land had long been in limited supply, stifling demands for freedom.   Much of 

what is best about America is tied to this heritage of open space: its commitment to 

liberty, to self-reliance, to democracy.  But so is much that has become not just 

questionable, but unsustainable: we cannot continue to use and abuse space, the earth and 

its resources, as we have gotten used to doing:  think of the way we continue to pollute 

air, water, and earth.  

Architecture has been defined as the art of bounding space.  That invites reflection 

concerning that space the architect bounds.  In what sense has that space become a scarce 

resource?  Meant is, of course, not the space of astronomy or physics, nor the space of 

our imagination, nor the space of Euclidean geometry into which architects for centuries 

have cast their designs, nor the virtual space that the computer invites us to bound in all 

sorts of imaginative ways.  “Space,” as I am using it here refers to the space of our life-

world, space understood as environment, inescapably mediated by the way we, despite all 
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technological progress, remain bound to this earth.  We all need space to live lives worth 

living, where expressions like “elbow room” and, in a far more ominous way, the 

German Lebensraum, hint at the way the increasing scarcity and the resulting demand for 

space can dehumanize an individual and a society.   The way we bound space, wall things 

in and out, negotiate the transition from public to ever more intimate private spaces, has 

an inescapable ethical significance.  Whoever builds is involved in such negotiations.   

Today’s oversized McMansions present not only an aesthetic, but an ethical problem in 

the way they deal with space.  So do, if in a very different way, countless oversized 

asphalted parking lots.  We have gotten used to wasting space.  

 I suspect that at bottom we all know that space has become a precious resource.  

But if so, why does our response remain so half-hearted?  The answer is pretty obvious: 

We must not forget how intimately the availability of space is connected to much that 

possesses genuine value, to our sense of freedom, to the rights of the individual, also to 

his property.  It is not difficult to understand why our response to the increasing scarcity 

of space should have remained so half-hearted.  How much of our treasured standard of 

living, of a way of life to which we have become accustomed, or to which we just aspire, 

are we, privileged to live in one of the economically most developed countries, really 

willing to sacrifice for the sake of the environment?  Is mobility not a right?  How much 

am I willing to sacrifice for the sake of my neighbor?  How much for the sake of people 

living far away and pretty much unknown to me?  How much for the sake of coming 

generations?  As the last few months have once again illustrated: in difficult times 

economic considerations, often selfish, often disturbingly short-range, trump 

environmental concerns.  Can this be justified?    

That space should have become an increasingly scarce resource is first of all a 

function of the earth’s still rapidly increasing population, coupled with the fact that 

humanity has no plausible alternative to the earth, despite recent reports of the discovery 

of traces of water on the moon or of very distant earthlike planets.  This makes it all the 

more important to consider the way we use and appropriate space, the way we lay claim 

to space, denying access to what we have bounded with our walls, fences, borders, and 

laws to an unwanted larger public.  That we cannot continue to use space in that way 
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should have become clear by now.  Many builders, and even their clients, still have to 

learn that.  Or do both really know better, but do not want to learn it?  

 Consider the way we use space, the way we build, our valued physical mobility, 

the very real increase in freedom the automobile has brought, the ways it has shaped the 

environment.  We need to consider not only the very real benefits, but also the burdens 

our treasured way of life has placed on the environment, the human price it has exacted, 

the decay of community, the increase in loneliness, the erosion of the earth in quite a 

number of different senses?  But might the increase in spiritual mobility that the 

computer revolution has brought us not mean a decrease in the importance of physical 

mobility, e.g. an increased possibility of working at home?  Might this not in turn help 

give new life to our cities?  What kind of a life do we want to live?   And I would suggest 

that, for the sake of this earth, for most of us it can and should only be an urban life.  

Most of us must live in high density urban areas in order to make possible the 

preservation of as much nature as possible.  

 We should not take for granted that what we commonly understand by "a high 

standard of living" translates into "a high quality of life." How important is a sense of 

community?  What sort of community?  Is it important to our spiritual well-being that 

this be an ongoing community?  How important are mobility and stability?   These are 

questions each one of us first will have to answer for him- or her-self, if a genuinely 

shared common sense is to develop.   I suspect that our individual answers would show 

that at heart most of us are less selfish than we often take ourselves to be, that concern for 

those who come after us is part of our common sense.  	

But suppose I am wrong.  Imagine a society of self-absorbed individuals.  What 

kind of built environment would fit such a society?  What comes to your mind?  You 

might come up with a city in the image of New York as seen by Manfredo Tafuri, who 

experienced New York as a prophecy of the city of the future: "the city as a system of 

solitudes, as a place wherein the loss of identity is made an institution, wherein the 

maximum formalism of its structures gives rise to a code of behavior dominated by 
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'vanity' and 'comedy.'"5  Tafuri introduced his discussion of New York with one of 

Nietzsche's remarks:  "Together 100 deep solitudes form the city of Venice — this is its 

magic.  An image for the human beings of the future."6  As Tafuri experienced New 

York, it presented itself to him as "already the 'new Venice'" — where rivers of cars have 

replaced lagoons. "The fragments of the future contained in the Serenissima of Nietzsche 

have already exploded into the metropolis of total indifference and therefore of the 

anguished consumption of multiplied signs."  To be sure, those living in such urban 

environments are still assigned roles that grant them a semblance of place and identity, 

and a measure of security.   But increasingly they experience such roles as arbitrary and 

readily exchanged for others, experience themselves as actors who assume this or that 

mask, but see no essential relationship between themselves and these masks.  The city 

becomes a place where people meet, or rather actors meet, while the individuals remain 

buried within themselves, hidden behind their masks.   Or could it be that in the end 

nothing is left to be hidden?  Loss of place and community, the loss of the city in this 

sense and loss of personal identity go together.   

Tafuri has given us a caricature.  But this much can be said: human beings lose 

their personal identity to the extent they transform themselves into abstract subjects, 

possessed of a freedom that refuses all placement.  The closer we come to understanding 

ourselves as such pure thinking subjects, which only happen to be male or female, 

American or Chinese, the less we can be expected to feel a need for built environments 

that place individuals on the earth and under the sky and help such individuals to 

understand themselves as parts of an ongoing community.  

Just as Hobbes has helped us understand the liberal state as a construct, an artifact 

created by self-centered atomic individuals who substitute for an eroded common sense a 

formal structure of laws and rules that, for the sake of selfish interests, checks the 

excesses of selfishness, so the built environment of the future may well reduce to an 

																																																								
5 Manfredo Tafuri, The Sphere and the Labyrinth: Avant-Gardes and Architecture from 
Piranesi to the 1970s, trans. Pellegrino d'Acierno and Robert Connolly (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1987), p. 290.   
6 Friedrich Nietzsche, Nachgelassene Fragmente, Frühjahr 1880, Sämtliche Werke, 
Kritische Studienausgabe, ed. Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari (Munich, Berlin, and 
New York: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag and de Gruyter, 1980) vol. 9, p. 38 . 
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artifact that substitutes for the traditional city and the communal dwelling it served a 

formal, functional system that allows individuals who have buried themselves within 

themselves to exist and coexist, without attempting to reconstitute anything resembling a 

genius loci or a sense of community.  Has not the progress of freedom, which is also a 

progress of introversion left both behind?  There is no reason why such environments 

should look like traditional cities.  But the price is a loss of a robust sense of personal 

identity, a loss of self, which gives way to an increasingly abstract freedom. 

 

4 

When	someone	asks	us	who	we	are,	we	may	well	answer	by	referring	to	

gender,	age,	nationality,	race,	class,	vocation,	and	the	like.		But	we	may	also	choose	

to	consider	all	such	characteristics	accidental	determinations	that	do	not	touch	the	

inner	core	of	our	being,	a	core	that	can	be	reached	only	by	rising	above	all	these	

other	determinations.		Are	we	first	of	all	disembodied	subjects	or	embodied	selves?		

Is	there	an	absolute	right	or	wrong	here?		Each	one	of	us	has	to	choose	and	take	

responsibility	and	live	with	this	choice.		But	suppose	we	choose	to	identify	our	

essential	self	with	our	freedom	—	what	does	such	choice	leave	of	the	self?		Must	it	

not	leave	behind	what	can	be	called	personal	identity?		What form such a flight of 

freedom might take, was recently demonstrated for us by the French concept artist who 

calls herself Saint Orlan.  This godless saint wanted to remake herself.  Thanks to plastic 

surgery and psychoanalysis the possibility of becoming another today has indeed become 

more than just an idle dream.  Is not our body, too, and even our psyche, material to 

satisfy natural and unnatural desires?  The artifice of Daedalus, Greek archetype of the 

architect, is supposed to have allowed the Cretan queen Pasiphae to satisfy her desire to 

make love to a bull.  Saint Orlan appears to have been driven by a still more obviously 

unnatural desire: here it is the dream to be like God, author of herself, and thus this saint 

declares God to be her enemy.  But what is this for an ‘I’ that here tries to enlist science 

and technology in an attempt to become another person?  Must this I not lose all content?  

And with this, must it not lose measure and direction?  What would be an autonomus 

subject comes to be a plaything of all too timely fashions.   
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To choose oneself in this way is to choose oneself abstractly.  Full self-

affirmation requires an affirmation of myself as inescapably placed in time and in space.  

Reflection may well show that this place is in no way privileged, that it is just one of 

infinitely many possible places.  But accidental though it may be, without that place I 

would not be who I am.   And what places me is first of all my body.  

To say we are essentially placed is not to claim that we are stuck in one place as 

turnips are rooted in the ground.  Imagination and thought open up an indefinitely open 

space and with it countless other places.  Such openness is inseparable from our freedom.  

As free, yet embodied selves, we find ourselves essentially between place and open 

space, always already placed and yet free to move, to change places.  Full self-

affirmation requires an affirmation of this never quite resolved tension between place and 

space, between dreams of homecoming and dreams of journeying into the unknown, 

between the need for places that let us feel at home and open spaces that let us feel out of 

place, but that we experience for that very reason, to use Joseph Addison’s expression, as 

“an image of liberty.”  This is to say: full self-affirmation demands an environment that 

preserves the tension between the beautiful and the sublime.   

As my body places me, so does my past.  Without my specific past, objectively 

the result of countless accidents, I would not be who I am.  Full self-affirmation requires 

affirmation of that past, even though one may well want to forget its more unpleasant 

aspects.  But it also requires affirmation of an inevitably open future.  The first requires 

an environment that preserves the past and helps me to place myself in it.   The second 

requires that such preservation not block the challenge of the future.  This was a 

challenge Yale confronted when faced with the task of building two new colleges or with 

calls for a renaming of Calhoun College.  And this was the challenge with which the 

Olympia Stadium, site of the 1936 Olympics and a striking example of National Socialist 

architecture, confronted the city of Berlin.  The decision was made to both preserve and 

to transform it; transform it not just to meet the requirements of a modern stadium, but 

also to give expression to the conviction that, no matter how terrible, the past could not 

and should not be erased.  Full self-affirmation demands an environment that neither 

places me so strongly that place is experienced as prison, nor leaves me so dislocated that 

one place seems just as good as another.    
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To say that the past places me is inevitably also to say that the community places 

me.  The language I speak, the values I hold, these first of all do not belong to me; they 

are mine as a member of certain communities.  Once again this does not mean that I am 

stuck with them.  There is and should be tension between whatever community I am part 

of and something within that may bid me challenge that community, perhaps let me 

dream of a very different, better sort of community and lead me to take steps towards 

realizing that dream.  But again it is important to preserve the tension and not to allow the 

bond that joins the individual and his dreams to the community to snap.  We all are 

haunted by the promise of still greater freedom, a promise made ever less utopian by the 

progress of technology.  Small wonder that dreams of the city of the future should so 

often have been haunted by dreams of a mobile, floating, or even air-born architecture. 

The other side of such dreams are nightmares of settlements inhabited only by forcibly 

displaced persons. Neither dream nor nightmare satisfies our continued need for 

community and for a built environment that grants the individual a sense of belonging to 

a community without denying individuality.  Just because our freedom bears within itself 

the possibility of profound self-alienation, we are haunted by images of well-functioning 

cities.   

 

5 

I have argued that full self-affirmation requires an affirmation of the never quite 

resolved tension between our need for freedom and open space and our need for place, 

between dreams of journeying into the unknown and dreams of homecoming.  We are 

curious creatures, and curiosity calls us again and again beyond the places and the 

associated points of view and perspectives, calls us away from what we once called 

home.  The loss of paradise will be repeated over and over by human curiosity.  Why did 

we travel to the moon?  As science has opened our life-world to the universe, this earth 

seems to have become ever less homelike, more and more like a ship lost in an endless 

ocean, embarked on a journey with no clear goal.  This earth, which once, because of its 

central position in a finite cosmos, was thought to provide human beings with a 

privileged place, has come to be understood as just another among countless stars.  But 

just as we have come to see how insignificant and ephemeral human life here on earth is, 
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when measured by the space and time of the cosmos, we also have come to an increased 

awareness that for all practical purposes we are alone in the cosmos, that this earth is the 

only home we will ever have. There is a sense in which the exploration of space, 

including the vain search for extraterrestrial intelligence, have led to an ever clearer 

recognition that we have no other home than this small, fragile, beautiful earth.  Despite 

our freedom, we remain earth-bound mortals.  Our bodies and this earth to which it 

belongs remain the ground of all meaning.   In this sense I want to speak of the need for a 

post-Copernican geocentrism.   

That expression calls for further discussion.   There is obvious tension between 

“post-Copernican” and “geocentrism.   The world we live in presupposes the Copernican 

revolution and the way it has changed our understanding of space and place.  To call for a 

post-Copernican geocentrism is to acknowledge that we must acknowledge the 

Copernican achievement and the way it has freed us, has let us see the earth differently, 

transformed our life-world, transformed the way we think; but we also must not allow 

that transformation to totally determine our life-world.  At issue is the significance of 

space and place.  But if my call for a post-Copernican geocentrism is to make sense, we 

have to recognize first that the Copernican revolution is part of an inheritance that we can 

and should not surrender.   

At issue here is not so much the truth of Copernican heliocentrism.  The very idea 

of a center of the cosmos has been called into question, had indeed been called into 

question 200 years before Copernicus by cardinal Nicolaus Cusanus.  What is more 

fundamentally at issue is the meaning of the pursuit of truth as understood by Copernicus 

and Galileo, and, bound up with this and more importantly, the problem of the value of 

truth so understood, raised so insistently by Nietzsche, especially in Beyond Good and 

Evil and On the Genealogy of Morals.7  Nietzsche recognized a deep connection between 

the commitment to truth presupposed by modern science and nihilism. To quote 

Nietzsche: "Since Copernicus, man seems to have got himself on an inclined plane — 

now he is slipping faster and faster away from the center into — what? into nothingness?  

																																																								
7   Friedrich Nietzsche, Jenseits von Gut und Böse, I, 1, Sämtliche Werke, Kritische 
Studienausgabe, ed. Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari (Munich, Berlin, and New 
York:  Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag and de Gruyter, 1980), vol. 5, p. 15 and Zur 
Genealogie der Moral, III, 24, Kritische Studienausgabe, vol. 5, pp. 398-401.    
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into a penetrating sense of his own nothingness?"8  Nietzsche was by no means the first 

to recognize the nihilistic shadow that follows science.  Here the beginning of Volume 

Two of Schopenhauer’s The World as Will and Representation: "In endless space 

countless luminous spheres, round each of which some dozen smaller illuminated ones 

revolve, hot at the core and covered with a hard cold crust; on this crust a mouldy film 

has produced living and knowing beings; this is empirical truth, the real, the world."9  

Our science, can know nothing of privileged places, of absolute values, of home.  And if 

what that science teaches us to accept as truth is identified with the truth, then, if we are 

to escape from nihilism, will we not have to cover up the truth or abandon it altogether?  

Could the insistence on the truth so understood be an obstacle to living the good life?  

The price of the rigorous pursuit of scientific truth appears to be the progressive loss of 

whatever gives significance to human existence. “For	a	philosopher	to	say,	‘the	good	

and	the	beautiful	are	one,’	is	infamy;	if	he	goes	on	to	say:	‘also	the	true,’	one	ought	to	

thrash	him.		Truth	is	ugly.  We	possess	art	lest	we	perish	of	the	truth.”10		The	last	

leaves	us	with	the	question:		just	what	kind	of	art	did	Nietzsche	have	in	mind.		 

 

6 

If the pursuit of truth as it presides over our science and nihilism are indeed 

linked, it becomes easy to understand those who would take a step beyond nihilism by 

showing that what science takes to be truth is itself only a fiction.  Richard Rorty’s 

Mirror of Nature11 comes to mind.  In that book Rorty asks whether today we can “find a 

way of saying that the considerations advanced against the Copernican theory by 

Cardinal Bellarmine against Galileo — the scriptural descriptions of the fabric of the 

heavens — were ‘illogical’ or ‘unscientific’?”  Rorty argues that we have to answer this 
																																																								
8  Nietzsche, Zur Genealogie der Moral, III, 25, Kritische Studienausgabe, 5: 404.  Trans. 
Walter Kaufmann and R. J. Hollingdale, On the Genealogy of Morals and Ecce Homo 
(New York:  Vintage, 1989), p. 155.  
9   Arthur Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, vol 2 (Brockhaus: 
Wiesbaden, 1965), p. 3. Trans. The World as Will and Representation, vol. 2, trans. E. F. 
J. Payne (New York:  Dover, 1966), p. 3. 
10 The Will to Power (abbreviated WP) 822, translated by Walter Kaufmann and R.J. 
Hollingdale, Random House: New York, 1967. 
11 Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1979), pp. 328-333.   
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question with a “no.”  He goes on to ask: “What determines that Scripture is not an 

excellent source of evidence for the way the heavens are set up?”   He thus invites us to 

think Cardinal Bellarmine’s attempt to limit the scope of Copernicus’ astronomical 

claims as fundamentally no different from Galileo’s attempt to limit the scope of 

Scripture.  Both Galileo and the Bible claim to describe “the way the heavens are set up.”  

As it turned out, the future made Galileo the victor.  The establishment of science, as we 

tend to take it for granted, is part of that victory.  But this, according to Rorty, does not 

justify the claim that Galileo had reason on his side.   

 Rorty is thus unwilling to claim that Galileo’s view won out because it had reason 

on its side.  According to Rorty, we simply do not know how to draw a clear line between 

theological and scientific discourse. We do not possess an understanding of truth 

sufficiently robust to allow us to draw it.  I	want	to	make	the	opposite	claim:	we	can	

draw	such	a	distinction	by	appealing	to	our	common	sense	understanding	of	the	

nature	of	truth.			The	pursuit	of	truth	demands	objectivity.			And	objectivity	demands	

that	we	not	allow	our	understanding	to	be	clouded	by	our	inevitably	personal	

desires	and	interests.			It	wants	just	the	facts.			With	good	reason	Wittgenstein	could	

therefore	say	in	his	Tractatus:	“In	the	world	everything	is	as	it	is	and	happens	as	it	

does	happen.		In	it	there	is	no	value	—	and	if	there	were,	it	would	be	of	no	value”	

(6.41).		It	would	be	just	another	fact	that,	like	all	facts,	could	be	other	than	it	

happens	to	be.		If	there	is	something	that	deserves	to	be	called	a	value,	it	will	not	be	

found	in	the	world	of	science.		To	find	it	we	have	to	step	outside	that	world.			To	help	

us	take	this	step,	Nietzsche	insists,	is	one	task	of	art	—	and,	we	can	add,	of	

architecture.			

	 And	if	value	has	no	place	in	the	scientific	world-picture,	the	same	goes	for	

freedom;	and	that	means	also	that	it	has	no	place	for	persons.		Matter	has	become	

just	a	mute	given	that	happens	to	be	the	way	it	is.		This	is	why	Nietzsche	can	say,	

stone	is	more	stone	than	it	used	to	be.12		But	is	this	not	to	say	that	whatever	makes	

life	meaningful	must	be	sought	outside	the	reality	known	to	science?		Science	can	

know	nothing	of	persons	as	beings	worthy	of	our	respect.			In	this	sense	we	can	
																																																								
12   Nietzsche, Menschliches, Allzumenschliches, I, 218, Kritische Studienausgabe, vol. 2, 
p.p. 178-179.  
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agree	with	Kierkegaard	that	subjective	truth	is	higher	than	objective	truth,	where	

we	must	resist	the	temptation	to	translate	such	subjective	truth	into	some	version	of	

objective	truth,	as	phenomenology	too	often	has	attempted	to	do.			To	experience	

the	aura	of	the	real	that	gives	to	persons	and	things	their	proper	weight	we	have	to	

escape	from	that	prison,	have	to	open	a	door,	or	at	least	a	window	in	the	world	

building	scientific	understanding	has	raised,	a	window	to	what	we	may	also	call	the	

truth	of	things,	but	now	“truth”	may	no	longer	be	understood	as	objective	truth.		The	

Church	was	thus	right	to	deny	that	the	truth	that	mattered	to	faith,	and	we	can	

extend	the	point	and,	following	Kierkegaard,	say	the	truth	that	matters	to	existing	

individuals,	should	take	second	place	to	the	truth	that	matters	to	science.		But	the	

Church	was	wrong	to	think	that	the	truth	that	matters	to	faith	be	understood	as	

objective	truth.		Copernicus	and	Galileo	put	the	pursuit	of	objective	truth	on	the	

right	track.		But	just	because	they	did,	it	continues	to	be	important	to	do	justice	to	

the	legitimacy	and	to	consider	the	limits	of	that	pursuit	

	

7	

But how are we to understand this pursuit?  What is truth?  Most people, although 

perhaps no longer most philosophers, would seem to be quite untroubled by this old 

Pilate question, quite ready to say with Kant that the meaning of truth as it is pursued by 

science is correspondence with the facts, not of course with the facts as they are seen by 

us first of all and most of the time, inadequately because of our position in time and space, 

the bodies we happen to have, and historically conditioned prejudices, but as a truly 

objective understanding, unburdened by perspectival distortions, as an ideal observer 

would know them to be.  Kant takes this understanding of truth to be so obvious that it 

can be granted and presupposed without need for much discussion.13  As a regulative 

ideal it presides over the work of science.  The essence of truth is here thought to lie in 

correspondence, in the agreement of the judgment with its object. 

To be sure, as Kant recognized, we use truth in different senses.  He thus 

distinguished such “material (objective) truth” from a merely formal or logical truth and 

																																																								
13  Immanuel Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft, A 58/ B 82.   
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from a merely aesthetic or subjective truth, where our understanding agrees with what 

appears to the subject.  Here I am concerned first of all with the meaning and value of 

what Kant calls material, objective truth.  A commitment to truth so understood is a 

presupposition of our science and technology, and that is to say of our modern world 

picture.  

Because it calls such truth into question, Kierkegaard’s claim, “Truth is 

subjectivity,” deserves some attention.  Truth is understood here as “An objective 

uncertainty held fast in an appropriation-process of the most personal inwardness” — 

Kierkegaard was thinking of love and faith.  This he calls “the highest truth attainable for 

an existing individual.”  In such attainment the individual is said to perfect him- or 

herself.  As the expression “objective uncertainty” suggests, Kierkegaard, knew very well 

that first of all “the question of truth is raised in an objective manner, reflection is 

directed objectively to the truth, as an object to which the knower is related.”14  But 

Kierkegaard’s distinction between subjective and objective truth helps to bring into focus 

what is at issue when Nietzsche raises the question of the value of truth: “The way of 

objective reflection makes the subject accidental, and thereby transforms existence into 

something indifferent, something vanishing. Away from the subject the objective way of 

reflection leads to the objective truth, and while the subject and his subjectivity become 

indifferent, the truth also becomes indifferent, and this indifference is precisely its 

objective validity; for all interest, like all decisiveness, is rooted in subjectivity.”15  How 

then can we make our peace with this commitment to objectivity and a truth that 

threatens to transform the world into the totality of essentially indifferent facts?  Galilean 

science had to call the Church’s claim to a truth that saves into question.  Not that the 

Church could have accepted Kierkegaard’s Protestant “Truth is subjectivity”: how can 

organized religion make its peace with a privileging of subjectivity that threatens to deny 

the Church its claim to truth. 

 

																																																								
14 Søren Kierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, trans. David F. Swenson and 
Walter Lowrie (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), pp. 182, 178.  
15  Ibid., p. 173. 
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8 

	 Nietzsche	and	Kierkegaard,	I	have	claimed,	are	right:		the	pursuit	of	objective	

truth	inevitably	does	lead	to	nihilism.		We	live	a	meaningful	life	by	virtue	of	

subjective	truth.			What	did	Kierkegaard	have	in	mind?		Faith,	of	course	—	and	love.		

Both	center	us	and	provide	life	with	an	orientation.			Here	I	am	concerned	with	the	

way	faith	and	love	establish	special	times	and	special	places.	

	 Consider	the	story	of	Jacob’s	ladder,	which	once	was	which	was	once	read	as	

part	of	the	traditional	consecration	rite,	serving	to	establish	the	traditional	

symbolism	of	the	church	as	house	of	God	and	gate	of	Heaven.		That	symbolism	may	

mean	little	today.		But	as	I	shall	try	to	show,	it	still	sheds	light	on	what	architecture	

should	be.			

	 Recall	the	story:	Jacob	came	to	"a	certain	place."		Tired,	he	lay	down	to	sleep,	

taking	a	simple	stone	for	his	pillow.			And	he	dreamt	

that	there	was	a	ladder	set	up	on	the	earth	and	the	top	of	it	reached	

the	heaven:		and	behold,	the	angels	of	the	Lord	were	ascending	and	

descending	on	it!		And	behold,	the	Lord	stood	above	it	and	said,	'I	am	

the	Lord,	the	God	of	Abraham	your	father	and	the	God	of	Isaac:		the	

land	on	which	you	lie	I	will	give	to	you	and	to	your	descendants;	and	

your	descendants	shall	be	like	the	dust	of	the	earth	and	you	shall	

spread	to	the	west	and	to	the	east	and	to	the	north	and	to	the	south;	

and	by	your	descendants	shall	all	the	families	of	the	earth	bless	

themselves.		Behold,	I	am	with	you,	and	will	keep	you	wherever	you	

go,	and	will	bring	you	back	to	this	land;	for	I	will	not	leave	you	until	I	

have	done	that	of	which	I	have	spoken	to	you.		Then	Jacob	awoke	and	

said:	"Surely	the	Lord	is	in	this	place.		This	is	none	other	than	the	

house	of	God,	and	this	is	the	gate	of	heaven.		(Genesis,	28,	11	-	17	)		

	 Here	it	is	not	prideful	humanity	that	seeks	to	pierce	the	clouds	with	its	

towers,	as	did	the	builders	of	be	Tower	of	Babel,	but	God	himself	who	in	this	special	

place	was	felt	to	bridge	the	gap	between	Heaven	and	earth,	as	he	bridged	it	when	he	

sent	his	angel	to	announce	to	Mary	that	she	was	to	bear	the	Savior.		This	particular	

moment	and	place	are	experienced	as	possessing	a	special	significance.		Time	is	no	
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longer	a	sequence	of	equivalent	moments,	space	is	no	longer	experienced	as	an	

aggregate	of	equivalent	positions	that	can	provide	no	orientation.		A	vertical	

intersects	the	mundane	horizontal,	establishing	a	special	place,	experienced	as	filled	

with	the	presence	of	the	divine:		this	is	the	house	of	God.		But	this	place,	this	Bethel,	

is	not	only	God's	dwelling	place,	but	opens	up	to	a	higher	reality:		it	is	the	gate	of	

Heaven.		The	ladder	of	the	dream	with	its	angels	ascending	and	descending	

symbolizes	that	linkage.			

	 Of	special	significance	is	God’s	promise	to	give	the	land	on	which	Jacob	is	

sleeping	to	him	and	his	descendants.		Here	they	will	flourish.			The	dream	invites	

Jacob	to	project	himself	toward	a	future	community	that	he	will	not	live	to	see.		It	is	

this	projection	into	the	future,	the	confidence	that	his	descendants	will	flourish	in	

the	future	that	gives	this	moment	and	this	place	its	special	significance.		Without	

such	a	projection,	I	want	to	claim,	life	becomes	hollow.		

	 That	brings	to	my	mind	the	end	of	Goethe’s	Faust.			Faust	longs	for	the	

ecstasy	of	some	intensely	pleasurable	moment;	for	the	sake	of	such	a	moment	he	is	

willing	to	let	the	devil	have	his	soul.		But	when	at	the	end	of	his	long	life	what	he	

calls	the	highest	moment	arrives	it	is	not	what	he	or	Mephistopheles	had	envisioned.		

The	deluded	Faust	is	envisioning	a	future	that	he	thinks	he	helped	create,	a	

community	where	free	people	will	be	able	to	work	and	thrive.	

The	last	word	Wisdom	ever	has	to	say:	

He	only	earns	his	Freedom	and	Existence,	11575	

Who’s	forced	to	win	them	freshly	every	day.		

Childhood,	manhood,	age’s	vigorous	years,	

Surrounded	by	dangers,	they’ll	spend	here.	

I	wish	to	gaze	again	on	such	a	land,	

Free	earth:	where	a	free	race,	in	freedom,	stand.	11580	

Then,	to	the	Moment	I’d	dare	say:	

‘Stay	a	while!	You	are	so	lovely!’	

Through	aeons,	then,	never	to	fade	away	

This	path	of	mine	through	all	that’s	earthly.	–	

Anticipating,	here,	its	deep	enjoyment,	11585	
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Now	I	savour	it,	that	highest	moment.16	

The	highest	moment	is	tied	here	to	faith	in	a	future	that	Faust	will	not	be	part	of.		As	

in	the	story	of	Jacob’s	ladder,	it	is	the	faith	that	the	present	will	issue	in	a	flourishing	

future	community	that	gives	it	its	special	significance.			

	

9	

	 Let	me	return	to	the	story	of	Jacob’s	ladder.		Jacob	responds	to	his	dream	

experience	by	rising,	i.e.	by	raising	himself	from	a	horizontal	into	a	vertical	position,	

and	by	raising	the	stone	that	had	served	him	for	a	pillow	from	a	horizontal	into	a	

vertical	position.		He	then	pours	some	oil	on	its	top.		This	simple	altar,	also	a	

representation	of	the	dream	ladder,	became	the	archetype	of	the	church	and	

perhaps	of	all	sacred	architecture:		building	here	is	a	response	to	the	genius	loci,	to	

the	divinity	felt	to	be	dwelling	at	this	time	in	this	particular	place.		It	is	this	

experience	of	a	higher	power	touching	our	life	in	which	this	story	seeks	the	origin	of	

architecture.		And	countless	churches	have	reenacted	that	establishment,	especially	

with	their	towers,	which	so	happily	allowed	the	desire	to	serve	God	and	an	all	too	

human	pride	to	merge.		

	 The	point	I	am	trying	to	make	here	was	given	a	provocative	formulation	by	

the	church	architect	Rudolf	Schwarz	in	a	lecture	he	gave	at	the	same	Darmstâdter	

Gespräch	at	which	Martin	Heidegger	delivered	his	lecture	“Building	Dwelling	

Thinking.”		Schwarz	was	one	of	the	leading	church	architects	of	the	20th	century.		In	

1938	he	published	a	book	on	how	to	build	a	church17	that	Mies	van	der	Rohe	

thought	every	architect	should	read,	in	my	opinion	not	a	bad	piece	of	advice.			In	

Darmstadt	Schwarz	spoke	just	before	Heidegger	delivered	his	lecture.		His	lecture	

may	well	have	struck	many	of	the	listening	architects	as	even	more	untimely	and	

backward-looking	than	the	lecture	Heidegger	was	to	deliver	the	next	morning.	

																																																								
16  http://www.poetryintranslation.com/PITBR/German/FaustIIActV.htm 
17  Rudolf Schwarz, Vom Bau der Kirche. Schneider, Heidelberg 1947. (1. edition, 
Würzburg 1938). Translated as The Church Incarnate: The Sacred Function of Christian 
Architecture, H. Regnery Co , 1958. 
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Many	of	you	who	like	to	travel	and	to	look	at	works	of	art	will	not	like	

to	hear	me	say	this:		that	unfortunately	you	do	not	really	understand	

these	works.			But	that	is	a	fact.		If	you	really	want	to	understand	a	

Baroque	cathedral,	you	have	to	reenact	it	spiritually	so	to	speak.		Here	

all	those	beautiful	books	and	words	are	of	little	help.		You	have	to	join	

in	the	great	celebration	of	the	community	before	the	eternal,	so	that	

you	carry	yourself	into	this	work	and	in	this	manner	understand	it,	

not	only	with	your	all	too	clever	eye,	but	with	body	and	soul.18		

To	understand	a	Baroque	church	as	an	aesthetic	object,	with	our	clever	eye,	is	not	

really	to	understand	it.		The	church	building	is	like	a	score	that	requires	to	be	

performed	"with	body	and	soul"	if	we	are	really	to	understand	it.			Such	a	

performance	is	the	festal	celebration	of	the	mass	that	the	church	building	serves.		

	 Schwarz	denies	theory	an	adequate	understanding	of	works	of	architecture.		

To	really	understand	a	work	of	architecture	means	to	know	how	to	use	it,	where	in	

this	case	proper	use	requires	the	ability	to	participate	in	the	communal	festival	the	

building	serves,	where	such	participation	reaffirms	the	individual's	membership	in	

an	ongoing	community	and	his	allegiance	to	its	presiding	values.			Do	we	still	know	

such	festivals?		I	suspect	that	quite	a	few	of	us	come	closest	to	such	experiences	

when	we	participate	in	some	cultural	or	sports	event:		What	is	it	to	really	

understand,	say,	a	building	such	as	the	Yale	Bowl?		

	 But	let	me	continue	with	the	cited	passage:			

It	does	not	help	at	all	to	draw	pretty	houses.		There	are	modern	

architects	who	are	especially	clever	at	that	sort	of	thing,	they	take	

away	whole	walls	and	then	they	replace	them	with	display	windows,	

and	the	front	lawn	is	brought	right	into	the	living	room	and	other	such	

pretty	things.		All	this	is	good	and	well,	but	such	tricks	will	never	lead	

us	to	a	house.		Rather	to	an	often	highly	admirable	aesthetic	

construction	of	house-like	character.		

																																																								
18  Rudolf Schwarz, "Das Anliegen der Baukunst,"  Mensch und Raum, p. 67. 
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The	shift	from	Baroque	church	to	house	is	significant,	reminding	us	of	the	distance	

that	separates	sacred	from	domestic	architecture.	

		 But	do	we	even	understand	what	a	house	is?		This,	too,	would	require	

knowing	how	to	use	it,	i.e.	knowing	how	to	dwell.		When	Schwarz	suggests	that	

many	"houses"	designed	by	modern	architects	are	better	called	"aesthetic	

constructions	of	a	house-like	character,"	this	formulation	inverts	the	priority	of	

building	acknowledged	by	an	understanding	of	the	work	of	architecture	as	a	

decorated	shed	in	a	way	that	invites	comparison	with	what	Venturi	has	to	say	about	

"ducks":	"Ducks"	could	be	defined	as	aesthetic	objects	of	a	shed-like	character.			

	 But	if	this	aesthetic	approach	does	not	get	us	a	house,	how	do	we	get	one?		

Schwarz's	answer	may	strike	you	as	even	more	old-fashioned	than	the	example	of	a	

Black	Forest	farmhouse	Heidegger	was	to	offer	the	same	audience	the	following	

morning.	

I	am	terribly	sorry	to	have	to	say	this,	but	you	only	get	a	house	by	

marrying	and	by	devoting	yourself	unconditionally	to	that	great	law.	

That	may	well	be	much	more	demanding	than	designing	a	house	with	

wonderfully	large	windows.		But	I	don't	think	we	can	arrive	at	a	house	

in	any	other	way.		And	this	should	be	the	first	step	towards	

establishing	a	decent	house,	then	a	village,	then	a	city.19	

Such	emphasis	on	marriage	must	have	seemed	annoyingly	narrow-minded	and	old-

fashioned	even	when	the	lecture	was	given.		And	if	we	generalize	and	take	Schwarz	

to	mean	that	only	proper	dwelling	gets	us	a	real	house,	this	leaves	us	with	what	

seems	an	un-illuminating	platitude.		But	Schwarz's	main	points	deserve	to	be	taken	

seriously:		First	of	all	he	suggests	that	we	should	not	expect	too	much	from	the	

architect:	whether	what	he	builds	turns	out	to	be	a	real	house,	a	real	school,	a	real	

monument,	a	real	church	will	depend	on	how	these	are	appropriated.		All	he	can	

hope	to	furnish	is	a	suitable	framework,	a	kind	of	score	that	demands	to	be	

performed.			To	do	so	he	must	of	course	attempt	to	anticipate	such	appropriation,	

																																																								
19  Ibid., p. 67. 
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help	shape	it,	but	he	cannot	and	should	not	attempt	to	dictate	what	form	dwelling	

should	take.		

	 Issues	of	dwelling	are	first	of	all	not	aesthetic	but	ethical	issues.			But	there	is	

tension	between	the	shape	of	our	modern	world	and	the	requirements	of	what	

Schwarz	and	Heidegger	understood	as	proper	dwelling.		Such	tension,	however,	

poses	problems	for	the	architect,	whose	very	art	it	threatens.		Schwarz,	too,	ties	this	

threat	to	the	increasing	inability	or	unwillingness	of	individuals	to	commit	

themselves	to	something	larger	than	their	mortal	selves.			But	such	a	commitment	is	

not	only	a	presupposition	of	architecture	in	its	highest	sense,	i.e.	of	temple	and	

church	and	whatever	might	take	their	place	today,	but	even	of	what	Schwarz	would	

take	to	be	a	genuine	house.			To	existing	as	an	individual	Schwarz	opposes	existing	

as	part	of	an	ongoing	community,	where	as	a	Christian	builder	of	churches,	he	

dreamed	of	a	family-centered	Christian	socialism.			Lacking	his	faith,	I	yet	must	

acknowledge	that	to	live	a	really	meaningful	life,	in	this	sense	to	dwell,	I	must	

recognize	myself	as	part	of	a	larger	ongoing	community.			But	if	that	community	is	

indeed	to	go	on	and	flourish,	I	must	leave	the	earth	in	such	a	state	that	it	can	indeed	

flourish.		Preservation	of	this	earth	is	today	the	most	fundamental	requirement	of	

living	a	meaningful	life.		That	is	how	I	would	have	you	understand	my	demand	for	a	

post-Copernican	geo-centrism.	

	

Karsten	Harries	

	

 

	

	


